
Question 

Number 
Personally, I would feel comfortable… Rating 

Box 

1 Wiring a domestic plug. 

2 Being trapped in a lift with nine strangers. 

3 Demanding an apology from someone who has overstepped the mark. 

4 Painting a watercolour of some striking scenery. 

5 Completing an IQ test. 

6 Systematically planning my finances for the next 12 months. 

7 Arriving 15 minutes late for an important meeting. 

8 Wearing jeans and sweatshirt to a wedding. 

9 Putting up an 8 birth tent. 

10 Queuing to go on the ‘Oblivion’ ride at Alton Towers theme park. 

11 Crying openly in front of good friends. 

12 Being involved in a disciplinary interview which may result in someone’s 

dismissal. 

13 Joining a local drama group to perform in their next production. 

14 Being pulled over by the police while driving on the motorway. 

15 Analysing comparative data and drawing conclusions. 

16 Having elements of my job changed or removed without warning. 

17 Putting on a clowns outfit to raise money for a local cause. 

18 Constructing an elaborate wooden shelving unit. 

19 Going on a trip in a small boat on a choppy sea. 

20 Taking something apart to find out why it had stopped working. 

21 Designing a new logo for a product or service. 

22 Participating in a training role play to demonstrate my influencing skills. 

23 Asking only for a drink while friends dine at an expensive restaurant. 

24 Having to submit a piece of  work early because of revised deadlines. 

Please read the following statements and reflect on how you’d feel about 

each one. There are no right or wrong answers. There is no time limit to 

completing this inventory. All responses will remain entirely confidential. 

Enter your own rating of 1-8  in the scoring box on the right of the statement. 
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25 Reviewing the pages of a long article for grammatical errors. 

26 Calling in sick to work, in order to attend a job interview 

27 Arriving on my first day at new job in a different organisation 

28 Taking a walk through dense woodland at night. 

29 Having a full body massage. 

30 Writing a poem to describe my most vivid experience 

31 Presenting an after dinner speech to 18 people. 

32 Setting up and tuning in your new digital tv recorder unit. 

33 Being asked to take sides during an argument between two friends. 

34 Assessing statistical information to make recommendations. 

35 Going on a blind date at the last minute. 

36 Abseiling down a sheer rock face 

37 Meeting with a psychotherapist to discuss a phobia. 

38 Making a complaint to my window cleaner about their work. 

39 Awaiting a forthcoming quality inspection of my department. 

40 Running a car while knowing it doesn’t have a valid MOT certificate. 

41 Participating in a reality TV programme. 

42 Researching into trends on buying patterns in the area. 

43 Having a task passed onto someone else, just prior to me completing it. 

44 Taking a bungee jump. 

45 Talking to a business contact about the loss of their close relative. 

46 Meeting my partners parents for the first time. 

47 Downloading pirated feature films for home use. 

48 Forcing two people together to resolve their differences. 

49 Put into a situation where I am required to make lots of fast decisions in a 

row. 

50 Raising a personal hygiene issue with someone at work. 

51 Being confronted by an angry driver while stuck in a traffic jam. 

52 Situated at the front at a busy rock concert. 

53 Discussing early childhood memories with family members. 

54 Thinking up a jingle for a commercial radio station. 

55 Changing a car tyre. 
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